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ABSTRACT
Two locations of nuclear accent (early

and late) and three kinds of nuclear accent
in English were considered. In reaction
time measures. nuclear accents were
faster than non-nuclear accents.
However, downstepped nuclear accents
were slower than regular and emphatic
nuclear accents, suggesting that
downstepped accents are less prominent,
and that nuclear accent is not a fully
uniform category.

INTRODUCTION
This study examines phonetic

prominence of nuclear accent types in
English using two experimental tasks:
cross-modal naming and phoneme
monitoring. These tasks provide a way
to observe the influence of sentence
intonation on the behavior of listeners,
from which we can infer the status of the
category nuclear accent and the
relationship between accent type and
prominence values. In addition. they
help inform us of the role of intonation in
lexical access and sentence processing.

The test materials are sentences
produced as single intonational phrases
with early (“A BOAT was near the
tower”) or late nuclear accent (“A boat
was near the TOWER”). and with one of
three phonologically distinct nuclear
accent types. The question of interest is
whether these three types of nuclear
accent are all equally prominent (the
traditional analysis of nuclear accent as a
single qualitative level of stress which is
independent of accent type) or whether
there are differences between the nuclear
accent types (e.g., that downstepped
nuclear accents are less prominent [l]).

The three accent types can be
characterized by the relationship between
the pitch levels on the nuclear accent and
the preceding accents. See Tables 1 & 2
for sample materials; the intonation
patterns are transcribed using high and
low tones for accents and phrase
boundaries [2]. Figure 1 shows the mean
F0 values (in Hz) of early and late
position words in four intonation contour

types (sentences from Exp. 4). Measure-
ments were taken at the midpoint of the
stressed vowel. Filled circles represent
nuclear accents. A regular nuclear accent
(R) has a pitch level similar to that of the
preceding accent (although it may be
slightly lower due to final lowering [3]).
An emphatic nuclear accent (M) has a
dramatic pitch rise on the nuclear accented
word. A downstepped nuclear accent (D)
is significantly lower than the preceding
accent.
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Figure I. Mean F0 values ofemphatic
(M). regular (R), downstepped (D), and
unaccented (U) contour types.

CROSS-MODAL NAMING
The cross-modal naming task

measures the speed of lexical access. It
shows effects of lexical priming and
sentence position (RT is slower early in
the sentence) [4], [5], but effects of
intonation have not been systematically
explored previously.

Method
Subjects. 84 undergraduate students
participated in the two experiments, 42
subjects in each experiment.

Stimuli. 96 critical sentences were used,
each containing one prime word. The
prime word was either the head noun of
the subject (early position) or of the
object (late position). Exp. 1 used
semantic associate priming, and Exp. 2
used identity priming. Table 1 shows
example sentences and targets and the
two intonation contour types used: (1)
late (regular) nuclear accent, and (2) early
nuclear accent.
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Table 1. Sample materials used in Experiments 1, 2, and 3. Nuclear vs. non-nuclear

accent status in early and late sentence positions. Experiments 1 and2 used cross-
modal naming, and Experiment 3 used phoneme monitoring. The critical words are

underlined, and nuclear accented words are in boldface capital letters.

Exp. 1 Exp. 2 Exp. 3

Early Sentence Position ‘ . . . lb]

(1) Alt-1%; was near the EQWElEL% Rglgtgd. Idggtal.

(2) A lfi-IQAI was near the toweLL% Unsralgtlpd: Unr;(l):;(ted:

L“: ffntenThZEéESZaw the$14.1q Riggtoed: Idegfipd: /k/

(2) ThenY saw the mL—L% Unéelgtled: Urérlegeéi.

Procedure. Subjects were seated_at a

computer and wore headphones With a

microphone mounted on the headset. The
sentences were presented over the
headphones, and the target words were

shown on the computer screen. At the
acoustic offset of the prime word. the
computer presented the target word. and
started a millisecond timer. Subjects
named (read aloud) the target word, and
the sound of the subject's vorce stopped
the timer and cleared the computer screen.

Results
Figure 2 shows the mean RTs. The

data were analyzed in fourrway
ANOVAs, by subjects (F1) and by items

(F2). For greater detail see [6].
In Exp. 1. the main effects of sentence

Position (early vs. late) and target
relatedness were highly Significant. as

CXpected. Accent status (nuclear vs. non—

nuclear), however. wlas only mtargina‘lg

i nificant. with nuc car accen s s o

lhgn non-nuclear accents (F1(l,36)=3.8,

p=.06; F2(1.84)=3.0. p=.09). The two-

way interaction of Accent status x

Relatedness, where the unrelated targets

showed a larger effect of accent status

than the related targets. was marginally

significant by subjects (Fl(l,36)=3.2.

=.08) and sigtgsficant by items

=4.l. <. . .

(F219 138:1; 2, ms two-way interaction of

Position x Relatedness and the main

effects of Position and Relatedness were

highly significant. However. Aticzeqt

status was not sigrzngcant ll6:)1(1'36)_ . ,

=. ;F21,84= . .p=. .

p (lignsidgring)Exps._l &. 2 togetheE

Accent status was significant (F1(l,72)—

6.0. p=.02; F2(l.84)=4.l, p<.05).

Accent status x Relatedness was

marginally significant (Fl(l,72)=3. .

Experiment 3.
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Figure 2. Mean reaction times (in ms)for Experiments 1. 2. and 3'
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Table 2. Sample materials used in Experiment 4 (phoneme monitoring). Accent statustn early and late sentence position offour intonation contours. Contours arecharacterized by lateposition accent status: emphatic, regular; and downstepped nuclearaccents, and unaccented (early nuclear accen ‘' t placement . The cr t'
underlined and nuclear accented words are in boldface capital letters. I l

cal words are

Early Late
( l) Emphatic The PM admired t . lp/ [k]

H" L+H" L-L%
(2) Regular The M admired theW. lpl M

H” H“ L-L%
(3) Downstepped The m admired the CAM. lp/ /k/

H“ lH* L-L%
(4) Unaccented Thefilm admired the m. lp/ /k/

H“ L-L%
p=.07; F2(1,84)=3.3, p=.07). Accent
status x Position was marginally
Significant by subjects; nuclear accents
were relatively slower than non-nuclear
accents in early position than in late
posttron (Fl(l,72)=3.8, p=.06; F2(l 84)=1.8, p=.18). ’
PHONEME MONITORING

Exps 1 & 2 showed that accent status
had very little effect on lexical access.
The next two experiments used a task
known to be sensitive to differences in
accent status. In phoneme monitoring
response times are faster to targei
phonemes in words with ‘sentence stress’
than words that are unstressed [7].

Method
Subjects. 100 undergraduate students
participated in the two ex rim ts '
Exp. 3 and 80 in Exp. 4. pe en , 20 m
Stimuli. Target phonemes occurred only
once in each sentence, as the initial
consonant of a critical word. Exp. 3 used
ftO critical sentences with the same
intonation contours as Exps. l & 2
Sentences had one target phoneme (lpl;

lbl, lkl, or lgl) in either early or late
sentence posrtron. Exp. 4 used 96 critical
sentences with the four intonation
patterns described above. The phoneme
targets were /p/ and lkl, one in early
postrtron ansd one in late position of each
sen ence. am le material 'Tables 1 & 2' p s are shown in

Procedure. Subjects were seated at a
computer and wore headphones. The
sentences were presented over
headphones, and subjects pressed the
yes response button when they detected

the target phoneme. The computer started
a timer at the release burst of the stops,
and the button press stopped the timer.
In Exp. 3 the target phoneme was
specified before each sentence by an
auditory phrase, e.g., “Listen for /k/ as in
car ‘. In Exp. 4 the target phoneme was

specrfied before each sentence by a visual
display of the letter ‘P’ or ‘K'.

Results
Figures 2 & 3 show the mean RTs for

Exp. 3 (plotted by accent status and
contour type, respectively), The data
were analyzed in two three-way

l 100 Experiment 3. Experiment 4.
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Figure 3. Mean reaction times (in ms)for Experiments 3 and 4
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ANOVAs. The main effect of Accent

status was significant (Fl(l,18)=5.8,

p=.03; F2(l.36)=5.3, p=.03). Nuclear

accented words had faster RTs than non-

nuclear accented words. Early targets

were also significantly slower than late

targets. There was no significant Accent

status x Position interaction.

The data in Exp. 4 were analyzed in

two three-way ANOVAs. The two-way

interaction of Position x Contour was

highly significant (Fl(3,216)=l7.4,

p<.001; F2(3,264)= 15.3. p<.001) and
the main effect of Contour was significant

(Fl(3,216)=3.2, p=.02; F2(3,264)=2.5,

p=.06).
Condition mean contrasts were

calculated in order to explore the two-way

interaction. In both early and late

position the RT to words with nuclear

accent was faster than those with non-

nuclear accent (Early: Fl(1,216)=l9.2,

p<.001, F2(1,264)=15.4, p<.001; Late:

F1(1,216)=32.7. p<.001. F2(1,264)= ‘
31.1, p<.001). As in Exp. 3, early
nuclear accented words were faster than

the prenuclear accented words of the

regular contour (Fl(1,216)=5.2, p=.02;

F2(1_264)=5_1. p=.02). The prenuclear
accented words of the regular contour

WCre also faster by subjects than those of

the emphatic and downstepped contours

(F1(l.216)=4.9, p=.03; F2( 1 ,264)=2.7,

P110). In late position, the down-
stepped nuclear accents were significantly
faster than the unaccented words

(F1(1.216)=12.9, p<.001; F2(l,264)=
12-9. p<.001). and the regular. and

emphatic nuclear accents were marginally

faster than the downstepped nuclear

accents (Fl(1.216)=3.5, p=.06;

F2(L264)=2.s, p=.09).

DISCUSSION .

In the cross-naming experiments,

accent status did not strongly ‘affect

lexical access. For lexical priming,

basically a word is a word, no matter

Whether it is nuclear accented or

cOmpletely unaccented. However, target

Words that were primed by words With

ear1y nuclear accents were name
SOmewhat more slowly than those wrth

Pfenuclear accents, suggesting that there

may be something ‘not normal about

early nuclear accent placement. The

difference in reaction time is perhaps best

e"Plained by the listener's placrng greater
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attention on the early nuclear accented

word when it occurs, which subsequently

slows down the naming task.
In the phoneme monitoring experi-

ments, phonemes were detected most

quickly in nuclear accented words.

However, phonemes were detected less

quickly in downstepped nuclear accented

words than in regular and emphatic

nuclear accented words. This suggests

that downstepped accents have less

acoustic prominence than the other two

types of nuclear accents. Also,

phonemes in prenuclear accented words

of sentences with downstepped and

emphatic nuclear accents were detected

less quickly than those in sentences wrth

regular nuclear accents, wluch rs yet to be

explained. _

Nuclear accent type and location do

influence sentence processing, and

nuclear accent is not a completely uniform

category in terms of prominence.
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